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This paper presents a method for analyzing users’
computer mouse interaction data with the aim to
implicitly identify users’ task completion difficulty while
interacting with a system. Computer mouse motion
streams and users’ skin conductance signals, acquired
via an in-house developed computer mouse, and users’
feedback were investigated as reactions to task
difficulty raising events. A classification algorithm was
developed, producing real-time user models of user
hesitation states. Preliminary results of a study in
progress with seven older adults at work (age 56+)
provide initial indications about links between mouse
triggering states of user hesitation and task completion
difficulty.
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Introduction
With the advent of highly dynamic and fast emerging
technologies and software, users are required to adapt

their mental models, skills and habitual ways of
working. This requirement is further intensified, when
combined
with
eventual
age-related
cognitive
degradations of older adults [1], causing task
completion difficulty and eventually a negative user
experience.
Assisting older adults while interacting with systems is
of critical importance in today’s information society.
Researchers and practitioners alike have shown an
increased interest lately in understanding behavior
patterns and possible difficulties of older adults
imposed by current visual and interaction designs of
interactive systems [2, 3]. A number of research works
exist that proposed various intelligent user interfaces
and systems for supporting older adults at work and
motivating them to stay for longer active and
productive in computerized working environments [4,
5]. An important challenge of such intelligent and
assistive interactive systems is how to implicitly identify
that users have difficulties with a given task [6], and
accordingly assist the users, e.g. by providing
personalized and contextualized support [7].
In this context, this paper presents an implicit user
data collection method for identifying users’ task
completion difficulty by leveraging computer mouse
motion streams and a skin conductance sensor that is
embedded in an in-house developed computer mouse.
This work is part of CogniWin project, which aims to
provide an innovative personalized system, motivating
older adults to stay for longer active, and improving
their productivity in the workplace. The paper is
structured as follows: next we present related works,
and subsequently we describe the developed computer
mouse, named CogniMouse. Afterwards, we present the

methodology and preliminary results of a user study
that evaluated the accuracy of the computer mouse’s
task difficulty identification method. We conclude with
practical implications and future prospects of this work.

Related Work
The literature proposes several systems that leverage
users’ computer mouse interaction data in order to
implicitly infer important information about the users’
behavior patterns. Principally, the raw mouse data
being extracted and processed includes time-stamped
and chronologically ordered sequences of a stream of
data including the x-y cursor position of the mouse on
the screen, mouse hover, mouse scrolling and mouse
click events (left and right clicks) [8-11].
Research works have proposed various approaches for
distinguishing users’ behavior patterns, such as user
hesitation, reading or reading by tracing text, clicking
and scrolling [8, 9, 10]. Reeder and Maxion [8]
proposed an automated method for identifying user
hesitation with the aim to detect instances of user
difficulty while interacting with a system. Based on a
hesitation detector algorithm that takes as input a
time-stamped, chronologically ordered data stream of
mouse and keyboard events, user hesitation was
defined as anomalously long pauses between events in
a given data stream. Arroyo et al. [9] proposed a Web
logging system that tracks mouse movements in
Websites illustrating mouse trajectories of users’
interactions that indicate users’ reading behavior and
hesitation in the menu area. A preliminary study of
Mueller and Lockerd [10] revealed that users often
move the mouse cursor to an empty white space of the
Webpage in case they are hesitating in order to avoid
accidental clicks on hyperlinks.

Unlike
e the aforementtioned works, we
w
propose an
innova
ative instrumente
ed computer mous
se for advanced
user interface
i
sensing;; as well as a new technique for
detectting user hesitatiion with sensor fusion,
f
which is
not so
olely based on input pauses, but instead
i
on realtime computer mouse
e data analysis, which benefits
t
user is actually touching the
from detecting when the
e. Moreover, we validate
v
prelimina
arily our system
device
by co
onducting a user study, which ind
dicates potential
links between
b
user hes
sitation state and task completion
difficu
ulty.

programm
ming language, w
which has been chosen for
several re asons: i) it provid
des a good tradeo
off between
efficiency, security and robustness; and ii) itt provides a
number o
of libraries for co
ommunication with hardware
componen
nts, e.g. HID supp
port.

User Hes
sitation Classification
Delay is a common con
nsequence of us
sers having
difficulty w
with a particularr task [8]. Accorrdingly, the
developed
d method detects the level of d
difficulty in
completion
n of tasks by the user, through th
he detection
of hesitatin
ng behavior.

The CogniMouse
C
Architecture

Figure 1. The CogniMouse
architecturre.

CogniMouse is a plug-a
and play Human Interface
I
Device
(HID) that connects to any host computer via a
USB) as seen in Figure
F
1. Having
Universal Serial Bus (U
driverr support on all major operating systems, a
custom
m HID protocol has been develope
ed, which allows
sendin
ng 64 bytes of different
d
sensor data per packet.
On th
he mouse button
ns area, a transp
parent Galvanic
Skin Response (GSR) sensor has been
n embedded to
ponse. From the
react to changes on the user’s skin resp
de, the current prototype design makes
m
use of a
outsid
comm
mercial Microsoft Comfort
C
Mouse 4500
4
(cf. Figure
2), wh
hich causes no barrier to the users’’ acceptance.
To da
ate, the main focus
f
has been placed in the
develo
opment of a clas
ssifier of user’s hesitation state
accord
ding to the GSR sensor input, and
d mouse motion
stream
ms. In this contex
xt, a parser modu
ule receives and
processes the raw data
d
coming fro
om the mouse
ors, which is th
hen analyzed by
y the classifier
senso
algorithm.

We have iimplemented a Ba
ayesian Classifier to detect a
general m
measurement of user’s hesitation
n. Different
classificatiion techniques could be emplo
oyed [12],
however tthe classification a
algorithm highly depends on
the properrties of the speciffic problem to tack
kle, and the
application
n of classification
n methods in hu
uman state
prediction from multiple so
ources of data has different
number o
of features and challenges. Ass
suming the
availability
y of user historica
al data and comm
mon interval
of parame
eters which are deemed as usua
al for each
individual,, human expertis
se judgment befo
orehand can
be leverag
ged to model relev
vant data, with an important
impact on
n the inference p
process. This is tthe case of
Bayesian iinference, which makes sequential use of the
Bayes’ forrmula, when more
e data becomes a
available, to
calculate a posterior distrib
bution. This prov
vides means
to make inference about an environment of interest
described by a state giv
ven an observattion, whose
relationshiip is encoded by a joint probability
distributio n.

Follow
wing the philosoph
hy described above, CogniMouse
is currrently being developed using C# object-oriented

Specifically
y, our model reprresents the probability or the
level of ce
ertainty that the
e user is having difficulty in

complleting the task, given by P(Hes|ZC,V,GSR). To
that end,
e
we used three different inputs in our Bayesian
Classifier: i) the num
mber of zero-crrossings of the
e last 4 seconds of
o mouse usage
motion vector over the
(ZC); ii) the average intensity of the velocity vector
t
last 4 seconds
s of mouse usage (V); and iii) the
over the
galvan
nic skin response value (GSR). The
e zero-crossings’
input represents the number of times
s that the user
ged motion direction when using the mouse.
chang
Since we are developing a general model and no
he user is available at this stage,
personalized data of th
ssume that there is no prior inform
mation about the
we as
user. Thus the prior distribution, P(Hes
s), is defined as
uniforrm, where all decisions are equiprobable.
Additionally, we need to
t define the likelihood functions,
ut|Hes), so as to
o model each inp
put according to
P(inpu
the ex
xpected hesitation
n.
The hesitation state of the user is obtain
ned by fusing all
nputs by applying Bayes Formula in each iteration
the in
of the
e following algorith
hm:
Figure 2. T
The current prototyp
pe
design of the computer mouse
e
makes use of a commercial
Microsoft C
Comfort Mouse 4500
0.
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Meth
hod of Study
A use
er study was con
nducted with the aim to initially
evalua
ate the accura
acy of the user
u
hesitation
classiffication algorithm.
Proced
dure
Controlled laboratory sessions
s
were conducted in which
participants were required to perform a series of tasks
(i.e., change settings of
o a Web browserr) on a standard
op computer (IBM
M Thinkcenter M73
3, 21’’ monitor),
deskto

andard keyboard and the develope
ed computer
using a sta
mouse wh
hich recorded the mouse motion s
stream data
and userss’ skin conductanc
ce signals. Screen capturing
software and audio data based on the think-aloud
were recorded which were later analyzed by a
protocol w
user expe
erience researche
er aiming to identify users’
task comp
pletion difficulty. This information was critical
since it sserves as an eva
aluation basis fo
or the user
hesitation triggering events
s of CogniMouse. A pre-study
aire was also pro
ovided to the parrticipants to
questionna
rate their experience with computers, the frrequency of
n their daily worrk, and the
using the Web browser in
frequency they use Web browser tools, i.e. General
Privacy, Security a
and Advanced Setttings.
Settings, P
Users’ Tassk Completion Diffficulty Identificatio
on
Based on the screen capturing software and
d the thinksk completion diffficulty while
aloud audiio data, users’ tas
performing
g a particular task was empiricallly detected
and evalu ated based on th
he following crite
eria: i) user
now …”); ii) user silence and
statementts (e.g. “I don’t kn
mouse and keybo
oard for a
inactivity of computer m
ble period of time
e; and iii) user as
sks for help
considerab
from the user experience researcher. Perio
ods of task
n difficulty are noted as soon as one of the
completion
above critteria are met unttil the user clearly performs
an action (e.g. mouse click
k) indicating that the user is
anymore, or whe
en the user
not in a difficulty state a
ction or that
states thatt he/she is going to perform an ac
the difficu lty has been overrcome (e.g. “OK, I will …”).
Tasks
pants were required to complete three tasks
All particip
within a Web browser (G
Google Chrome v.39). The
ded in a random s
sequence to
following ttasks were provid
all particip
pants, which prim
marily require ch
hanging the

Web browser’s
b
settings
s: i) “Set your prreferred Website
as your Web browser’s
s start page”; ii) “Set the search
engine
e to be used when
w
searching from the Web
brows
ser’s search box (omnibox)”; iii) “Set your Web
brows
ser’s cookie policy
y to block Websittes from writing
any data on your computer”. These tas
sks were chosen
since they are perform
med by the users using primarily
the computer
c
mouse,, and require lim
mited keyboard
typing
g input.
Figure 3. M
Means of hesitation values
per user an
nd task.

Figure 4. Means of hesitation
values per task and user group
p.

Data Analysis
A
Two types
t
of data we
ere analyzed: i) user hesitation
outpu
ut, triggered by the CogniMouse user hesitation
classiffication algorithm; and ii) ta
ask completion
difficu
ulty as noted by the user experie
ence researcher
based
d on the screen capturing software
e and the thinkaloud audio data analys
sis.
Partic
cipants
A total of seven indiv
viduals (4 male and 3 female)
dy, and their age varied between
participated in the stud
56 an
nd 67 (mean age
e 62). All particip
pants are using
compu
uters and access
sing Websites on
n a daily basis.
Based
d on the pre-study
y questionnaire, four
f
participants
consid
der themselves as average to exp
perienced, while
three consider themselves as novice to average in
ds
with
know
wledge
and
ex
xperience
with
regard
compu
uters. All participa
ants use the Web browser for the
daily work activities. In regards with
h frequency of
s of the Web browser, three
handling the settings
mselves as experienced, whereas
participants rated them
the re
emaining four as novice.
n

Analy
ysis of Results
s
For our
o
analysis we have separated users into two
group
ps: the High-diffiiculty Group that includes four

significant task completion
participantts that had s
difficultiess while performing
g all the three tas
sks, and the
Low-difficu
ulty Group that includes three participants
that did no
or task completion
n difficulties
ot have any majo
while perf
rforming the tasks. The categoriization into
these grou
ups was based solely on the empiriical analysis
made base
d the thinked on the screen capture data and
aloud aud io analysis. Figurre 3 illustrates the means of
user hesita
ation values per u
user and task; Hig
gh-difficulty
Group inclludes User #1-4, and the Low-difficulty Group
includes U
User #5-7. Figure
e 4 illustrates the
e means of
user hesita
ation values per g
group.
An indepe
endent-samples t--test was run to d
determine if
there we
ere differences in user hesitattion values
between the High-difficulty and Low-diffficulty user
groups. T
There was hom
mogeneity of varriances, as
assessed by Levene's tes
st for equality of variances
(p=0.475)). Results revealed that users off the Highdifficulty G
Group triggered h
higher user hesita
ation scores
(0.65±0.0
045) than those of the Low-diffic
culty Group
(0.57±0.0
026). These we
ere statistically significant
different at 0.082 (t(5)=
=2.757, p=0.04, d=0.21).
ore, descriptive sttatistics reveal th
hat users of
Furthermo
the Low-d
difficulty Group s
scored lower user hesitation
values in a
all three tasks (Fig
gure 4).

Conclusiions and Futurre Work
The purpo
ose of this paperr is to present rresults of a
work in prrogress that aims
s to implicitly ide
entify users’
task com
mpletion difficulty
y by leveraging
g computer
mouse m
motion data and
d users’ skin c
conductance
signals. A user study was conducted with s
seven older
ccuracy of the use
er hesitation
adults to i nvestigate the ac
classificatiion algorithm. Empirical data, based on
pture information and think-aloud audio data,
screen cap

revealed that users having difficulty with particular
tasks scored higher user hesitation values compared to
users that did not face any major task completion
difficulties. Although the analysis yielded statistical
significant results, these results shall be confirmed in
further studies with a larger sample and users with
varying profiles and ages. Finally, we believe that even
though this study is focused on older adults, in general,
identifying task completion difficulty through the
computer mouse could be suitable for other age
groups.
In the future, we intend to contextualize the mouse
data so that the system provides adaptive support
taking the user’s task into account, when difficulty is
identified. Moreover, further sensors shall be embedded
in CogniMouse to detect additional user behaviors, as
well as information from other devices, such as an eye
tracker, which will be integrated in order to trigger
personalized assistance.
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